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Designed specifically for high performance computing, the open source 

Lustre parallel file system is one of the most popular, powerful and 

scalable data storage systems currently available, and is in widespread 

use today in super-computing scenarios where high performance and 

enormous storage capacity is required. 60% of the Top 100 clusters in the 

world1 are currently running Lustre. Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre* 

Software provides a high performance Lustre file system on Amazon Web 

Services (AWS) using AWS resources. The full package includes CentOS, 

Lustre, Ganglia, and Lustre Monitoring Tool (LMT). The product is 

delivered in the form of an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) available on 

the AWS Marketplace.  AWS is a leading provider of cloud computing 

infrastructure that allow scientists and engineers to solve complex 

problems requiring very fast computation coupled with high-bandwidth, 

low-latency networking.
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HPC File System Options 
 
Scale-up storage solutions and other traditional network file systems (like 
NFSv3) work by designating a single node to function as the I/O server for 
the storage cluster. All I/O data reads and writes go through that single 
node. Figure 1 shows a typical NFS configuration. While this system is 
relatively simple to manage in a single cluster deployment, pushing all of an 
enterprise’s I/O through one server node quickly presents a bottleneck for 
data-intensive workloads and for workloads that need a high number of 
threads/processes. 
 
When scaling up an NFS-based environment, each of the disparate NFS 
clusters must be managed individually, adding to data bottlenecks as well as 
management overhead and costs. 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Figure 1  
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Lustre Architecture 
 
Lustre is a POSIX object-based file system that splits file metadata (such as the file system 
namespace, file ownership and access permission) from the actual file data and stores them on 
different servers. File metadata is stored on a Metadata Server (MDS), and the file data is split into 
multiple objects and stored in parallel across several Object Storage Targets (OST). Figure 2 shows a 
typical Lustre file system configuration. The same Lustre file system can run on different 
heterogeneous networks thanks to the Lustre Network, a very powerful and fast abstraction layer. 
Lustre Networking (LNET) provides the communications infrastructure required by the Lustre 
filesystem.  It enables highly-available cluster communication across a variety of networking 
technologies and supports transparent recovery during failures. 
 
Lustre is designed to achieve the maximum performance and scalability for POSIX applications that 
need outstanding streamed I/O. Users can create a single POSIX name space of up to 512 PByte and 
very large files up to 32 PByte. Several sites are currently in production with a Lustre cluster scaling 
beyond 1 TByte/sec2 and very high metadata operation rate (800K stats/sec). 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2  
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Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre 
 
Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre* software is a product available through the AWS Marketplace. This 
product provides a high performance Lustre file system on the AWS cloud using AWS compute, 
storage and I/O resources supported by Intel. The full package includes CentOS, Lustre, Ganglia, and 
the Lustre Monitoring Tool (LMT). The product is delivered in the form of an AMI available on the 
AWS Marketplace. Intel Cloud Edition Lustre is intended to be used as the working file system for a 
High Performance Compute Cluster or other IO intensive workload. It is not intended to be used as 
long term storage or as an alternative to cloud storage options such as Amazon S3. We recommend 
that Amazon S3 in particular be used for long term data storage on AWS, and Lustre used wherever 
a high-performance shared file system is required. With the latest edition of Intel Cloud Edition 
Lustre, Amazon S3 storage can be used to import data into the Lustre file system. 
 
 

Intel Cloud Edition Lustre versions 
 
There are currently three product versions available on AWS. Figure 3 lists the versions as well as 
the associated features. 

  

Features Community Version  Global Support Global Support (HVM)  

Intel Support no yes yes 

Instance Types M1 M1, M3 C3,C4 

Ephemeral Storage yes yes no 

EBS Storage no yes yes 

High Availability no yes yes 

VPC no yes Yes 

Enhanced Networking no no Yes 

Raw Initialization no yes Yes 

Figure 3 

 

Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre supports several advanced capabilities of AWS. The Amazon Virtual 
Private Cloud (VPC) lets you provision a logically isolated section of the AWS Cloud where you can 
launch AWS resources in a virtual network that you define. It allows for full control over addressing 

and access; Amazon VPC is now the default mode of networking in AWS deployments. In addition to 

running in an Amazon VPC, the Lustre high availability solution automatically configures Amazon EC2 
AutoScaling, adding support for restarting unhealthy Amazon EC2 instances.  If an instance becomes 
unhealthy, the pre-configured AutoScaling feature will detect the failure and start a new instance. 
Once the new instance is online, it will reattach the orphaned target’s resource (network interface 
and Amazon Elastic Block Store [EBS] volumes) and restart the target.   

https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/Intel+Cloud+Edition+for+Lustre*+-+Community+Support
https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/Intel+Cloud+Edition+for+Lustre*+-+Global+Support
https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/Intel+Cloud+Edition+for+Lustre*+-+Global+Support+HVM
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Global Support (HVM)  
 
Hardware assisted virtualization (HVM) instances, with support for Enhanced Networking in the C3 
and C4 compute optimized instances provide high performance on AWS and are recommended for 
Lustre Cloud Edition. Enhanced Networking uses SR-IOV, which allows a physical device to be 
virtualized and connected directly to a virtual machine, which provides lower latency and more 
consistent performance. 
 

Global Support 
 
The Global Support offering is intended for use with HPC workloads. With High Availability and 
storage on the Amazon EBS volumes, Lustre can recover the file system after a Lustre server is 
terminated. In addition to supporting Amazon EBS for more resilient storage, this version also 
supports higher end instance types (M3) which enable a higher performance file system. 
 

Community Version 
 
The Community Version is an entry level product which can be used for proof-of-concept, 
development and testing. We offer storage templates which utilize local disk for this product, so our 
recommendation is to limit use to scratch file systems; data will be lost if one of the Lustre servers is 
terminated. Support is not included with this version, so we recommend moving to a product which 
includes Global Support once you have completed evaluation. 

 
 

How to create an Intel Cloud Edition Lustre cluster on AWS step by step  
 
Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre is designed to create a scalable and very fast parallel Lustre file system 
to be attached to an external cluster of compute nodes. During the creation of the Lustre cluster, a 
single client will be created. This is used for test purpose only. The compute cluster can be created 
using a variety of cluster managers, and AWS has simplified this process with an easy to use tool 
called cfncluster (https://github.com/awslabs/cfncluster).  
 
 

Step 1 
 
After deciding on the version of Lustre that is right for your requirements, you will need to subscribe 
to the specific product. To do this either locate the version on the AWS Marketplace (Figure 5) or 
use the hyperlinks on the Intel webpage 
https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/Intel+Cloud+Edition+for+Lustre*+Software (Figure 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://github.com/awslabs/cfncluster
https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/Intel+Cloud+Edition+for+Lustre*+Software
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Figure 4 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5 

 
 

Step 2 
 
Once you have subscribed and received automated confirmation emails you are ready to use the 
pre-built templates to create your cluster. To start this process click on the correct link from the 
Intel web page. 
 
Each Lustre product has several templates to choose from. Select a cluster configuration based on 
your requirements. A specific template has been created for following AWS Regions, US East, US 
West (Oregon, N.California), Asia Pacific (Tokyo, Singapore, Sydney), South America, EU (Ireland). 
(Figure 6) 
 
Amazon VPC and HA templates will require parameters to be parsed as described in “VPC 
Templates” section. 
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Figure 6 

 
 
Select the template for your preferred Availability Zone, your Lustre cluster will be created in this 
AZ. 
 
 

Step 3 
 

The template files can be opened by selecting ‘vpc-C4’ (to deploy on the C4 instance type) in the 

Template column (Figure 6) as an example, modified and saved to a location of your choice. This 

provides flexibility for you to customize your cluster; for example define the instance types you 
prefer to use, include Amazon VPC settings etc. If you have your own modified version select 
“Choose File” and browse to your template location. Figure 7 and Figure 8 detail the parameters 
required to build a Lustre file system cluster using the templates available in the Global Support 
HVM VPC version. AWS CloudFormation templates are stored on Amazon S3, and the path is auto 
populated when you press “Launch Stack” in Step 2. 
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Figure 7 

 
 

Select Next to continue. 
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Step 4 
 

You will need to pass the name of a Private Key that is used for SSH connections (Figure 8). The key 
will need to have been created before you use the templates 
(http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html). At this stage you are 
able to change a number of parameters including the number of Object Storage Servers (default is 4) 
 
 

 

Figure 8 

 
  

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html
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Step 5 
 

Review and acknowledge the selections at the foot of the page.  When ready, click Create and the 
AWS CloudFormation Stack process will begin.  You can check the creation status using the AWS 
CloudFormation console. (Figure 9) 
 

Important Note: 
Once the AWS CloudFormation Stack completes, Amazon EC2 resources will be running, Lustre 
resources will have automatically started, the Lustre file system may be mounted by Lustre clients, 
and billing for the use of newly created resources will have begun. 
 
 

 

Figure 9 
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Building a High Performance Compute Cluster using a Lustre File system on AWS using 
cfncluster 
 
Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre is designed to create storage nodes, but not compute 
nodes.  Fortunately, AWS cfncluster can be used to create HPC compute nodes tailored to MPI-
based applications in AWS. It is agnostic to what the cluster is used for and can easily be extended to 
support different frameworks. The CLI is stateless, and all operations are done using AWS 
CloudFormation or other services within AWS. A full description of the tool is posted at 
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest. cfncluster includes a Lustre client, Make certain to 
verify the availability of a compatible Lustre client in distinct AMIs. 
 
After reading the “Getting Started” documentation you will then need to install cfncluster. Follow 
the instructions posted at 
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest/getting_started.html#installing-cfncluster. 
 
After installation, but before using cfncluster, edit the .cfncluster/config file. The config file is 
divided into several sections that will enable you to customize your cluster with details such as 
Amazon EC2 instance types (default is t2.micro), and the initial number of compute nodes to create 
(default is 2). 
 
In the Amazon VPC settings section use the same settings as in Step 4. This is critical to be able to 
connect the Lustre file system and the Lustre clients available on AWS cfncluster. The online 
cfncluster documentation specifies the high level network configurations that are supported. 
 
As a minimum requirement you will need to update the following sections in the .cfncluster/config 
file. 
 

[aws] 

# This is the AWS credentials section (required). 

# These settings apply to all clusters 

# replace these with your AWS keys 

# If not defined, boto will attempt to use a) environment 

# or b) EC2 IAM role. 

aws_access_key_id = ‘‘enter your key’’ 

aws_secret_access_key = ‘‘enter your key’’ 

 

[cluster default] 

# Name of an existing EC2 KeyPair to enable SSH access to the 

instances. 

key_name = bill (Replace with your key name) 

 

## VPC Settings 

[vpc public] 

# ID of the VPC you want to provision cluster into. 

vpc_id = vpc-f250ce97 (Replace with your vpc id) 

# ID of the Subnet you want to provision the Master server into 

master_subnet_id = subnet-83be78a8 (replace with your subnet id) 

 

 

http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest/getting_started.html#installing-cfncluster
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Important Note: 
Once the parameters in the file have been updated, create the cluster by following the installation 
instructions. After completion, Amazon EC2 resources in the new compute cluster will be running 

and billing will have begun. 
 
 

 

Figure 10 

 
Figure 11 shows the resulting Client Cluster and Lustre cluster model 
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Figure 11 

 
Using the Amazon EC2 Management Console we can easily obtain the public IP address of your 
Master Server and the private IP address for the mgt instance. 
 
Using an SSH connection we can connect to the Master Server and from the Master Server mount 
the Lustre file system on all of the compute nodes.  
 
The Lustre client is already available on all the compute nodes, it therefore only necessary to run the 
following command as root: 
 

# mount -t lustre <Private IP of MGT>@tcp0:/scratch /mnt/lustrefs 

 
To simplify the administration of all the compute nodes, the usage of pdsh is recommended as ec2-
user: 
 

$ pdsh -g clients sudo -u root mount -t lustre <Private IP of 

MGT>@tcp0:/scratch /mnt/lustrefs 

 
OpenMPI libraries are also included in the AWS cfncluster software stack. MPI based application can 
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be easily rebuilt to run in this environment.  
We compiled IOR (https://github.com/chaos/ior) version 2.10 with the MPI libraries to measure the 
I/O performance of our cluster. 

 
Instance type and performance measured 
 
As an example we created a Lustre file system using 8x c4.4xlarge instances as OSS server and 16x 
c4.4xlarge instances. 

 
To establish the I/O performance of the file system we used IOR. IOR is a parallel file system test 
developed by the SIOP (Scalable/IO Project) at LLNL 
(https://computing.llnl.gov/?set=code&page=sio). This program performs parallel writes and reads 
to/from a file using MPI-IO and reporting the throughput rates. MPI is used for process 
synchronization.  
 
We ran IOR using 256 threads across 16 nodes with xfersize of 1 MiB block size for each thread of 4 
GiB and an aggregate file size of 1024 GiB, which resulted in (Figure 12) 
 

 Max Write: 1818.42 MiB/sec (1906.75 MB/sec)* 

 Max Read:  1810.10 MiB/sec (1898.03 MB/sec)* 
 
Lustre Monitor Tool and Ganglia are included and installed in Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre. We used 
LTOP to record the activity during the IOR experiment: 
 
 

https://github.com/chaos/ior
https://computing.llnl.gov/?set=code&page=sio
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Figure 12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Further testing using the same parameters was performed to show the effects of scaling the Lustre 
file system by increasing the number of Amazon EC2 OSS instances. Figure 13 show the results 
obtained. 
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Figure 13 

 
 
As the number of Object Storage Server Amazon EC2 instances in the cluster increased, both read 
and write performance increased at a near-linear rate. 

 
Summary 
 
Purpose-built and using dynamic computing resources available from AWS, the Intel Lustre solution 
is a fast, massively scalable storage platform positioned to accelerate application performance, even 
with complex workloads. A driving force behind the continued development of Lustre, Intel is 
committed to storage for high performance workloads. Intel Cloud Edition for Lustre software is an 
ideal foundation for dynamic AWS-based workloads demanding fast, scalable, and cost-effective 
storage. Using the resources and templates described in this document, you can innovate on your 
problem—not your infrastructure. 
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For more information 
For detailed information about Amazon Web Services Instance types 
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ 
 
For detailed information about the Intel Cloud Edition Lustre 
https://wiki.hpdd.intel.com/display/PUB/HPDD+Wiki+Front+Page 
 
Cfncluster getting started  
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest/getting_started.html 
 
Configuring cfncluster 
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest/getting_started.html#configuring-cfncluster 
 
cfncluster supported Network configurations 
http://cfncluster.readthedocs.org/en/latest/networking.html  
 
IOR HPC Benchmark Source 
https://github.com/chaos/ior 
 
1 www.top500.org 

2 http://zfsonlinux.org/docs/LUG12_ZFS_Lustre_for_Sequoia.pdf, results in presentation by LLNL at Lustre 
User Group 2012, April 23, 2012 
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